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1. Introduction
In this paper we study the interconnections between Bezoutians of rational
matrix functions, linear and quadratic matrix equations, and factorizations of
rational matrix functions.
The notion of a Bezoutian of two scalar polynomials is classical, and goes
back for more than two hundred years. Important historical references include
[8,51,11,30,16,33], and see also [52]. The definition reads as follows: If
ak P‘i0 aiki and bk Pmi0 biki (we assume a‘ 6 0, bm 6 0, ‘P m) are
scalar polynomials with complex coecients ai; bi, then the Bezout matrix, or
Bezoutian, of ak and bk is defined as the ‘ ‘ matrix Bez a; b  cij‘ÿ1i;j0
whose entries are found from the expansion
kÿ lÿ1 akbl ÿ albk 
X‘ÿ1
i;j0
cijk
ilj:
The basic properties of Bez a; b are well-known and can be found, for ex-
ample, in [33,36,28,15] and in the expository paper [29]. In the last two de-
cades, new demands of the linear systems theory, as well as intrinsic
developments in the theory of matrices and operators, have inspired gener-
alizations of the notion of Bezoutian to polynomials with matrix coecients
(see [1,9,48,13,46,35], and more abstract notions of Bezoutians (see [27]). An
important aspect of the theory of Bezoutians is connected with the crucial
role they play in the study of matrix equations and various problems related
to such equations. First results in this direction appeared in [31,14,10], where
certain Lyapunov matrix equations were found of which the classical Bez-
outian Beza; b is a solution. These results were refined and extended to the
case of matrix (operator) polynomials in [40,49,46,47,13,39,42], where various
linear matrix (operator) equations (of Sylvester, Lyapunov, Stein, and inter-
twining type) have been found for appropriate Bezoutians. Furthermore, it
was proved in [37] that for a wide class of homogeneous algebraic Riccati
equations all solutions can be explicitly expressed as Bezoutians of matrix
polynomials. Another important aspect of the theory of Bezoutians relates to
various factorization problems of the corresponding matrix functions. For the
case of matrix polynomials, the factorization results via Bezoutians have
been obtained in [37], whereas for analytic matrix functions this was done
in [24,25]. Other connections with factorization problems and Riccati
equations have been developed in [38]. See the introduction in [45] for more
information and additional references concerning Bezoutians, especially for
the symmetric case. The scalar symmetric case boils down to the equality
bk  ak, and the main classical result here is known as Hermite theorem
which relates the inertia of the Bezoutian to the distribution of zeros of ak
relative to the real axis.
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Recently the present authors [43] introduced the concept of Bezoutian for
rational matrix functions (rmf), i.e., matrices whose entries are quotients of
polynomials with complex coecients. It was shown in [44] that this Bezoutian
is an adequate tool to describe the common zeros of the underlying rmfs. In the
present paper we extend the matrix equations and factorizations aspects of
Bezoutians to the Bezoutians of rmfs, with emphasis on various types of fac-
torizations of the functions involved. One type of factorizations studied in this
paper has the form
F1kF k  G1kGk; 1:1
where F1k, F k, G1k, Gk are n n rmfs, and Eq. (1.1) is understood as a
factorization of the left-hand side F1kF k. It will be assumed throughout
that F11  F 1  G1  G11  I , a normalization condition. The
factorizations (1.1) that we study in this paper are characterized by an addi-
tional property, which can be loosely described by the requirement that the
poles of F k (resp. of F1k) are retained by Gk (resp. G1k). It turns out that
this class of factorizations can be described completely using the Bezoutian
matrix (see the next section for the precise definition and basic properties of the
Bezoutians of rmfs). This description is given in Theorem 3.1.
Furthermore, the Bezoutians turn out to be solutions of certain matrix
quadratic equations. Exploiting this circumstance gives rise to a characteriza-
tion of the Bezoutians as the angle operators generated by certain pairs of
invariant subspaces. Combining this characterization with the state space
theory of factorizations of rmfs (originated in [7,6] for minimal factorizations)
we obtain the main result of Section 3, Theorem 3.3, that describes factor-
izations (1.1) via the Bezoutian angle operators.
Specializing the results of Section 3 to the invertible Bezoutians, zero coprime
factorizations of type (1.1) are obtained (i.e. loosely speaking factorizations
(1.1) where F z and Gz have no zero structure in common), see Theorem 4.1.
In this case, the quadratic equation reduces to a linear Sylvester equation. As a
particular case, we recover the basic interpolation result (proved in [17]) of
constructing an rmf with given left pole pair and given right null pair.
Section 5 is devoted to a dierent type of factorizations, namely, factor-
izations
Y kF k  G1kX k; 1:2
where F k and G1k are known rmfs in a realized form, and X k and Y k
are rmfs to be found. The additional requirement here, loosely stated, is that
X k (resp. Y k) retains the poles of F k (resp. G1k). It turns out that the
intertwining factorizations (1.2) are described in terms of solutions of a
certain matrix equation, which in turn coincide with the coresponding
Bezoutians.
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In the last Section 6 we continue to study coprime factorizations of type
(1.1) initiated in Section 4, but now we are interested in factorizations that are
not only zero coprime but also pole coprime ( doubly coprime). One of the
motivations for the study of this type of factorizations comes from the theory
of Wiener–Hopf factorizations (see e.g., [12] for an introduction to this sub-
ject). If in (1.1) the left hand side is a left canonical factorization and the right
hand side is a right canonical factorization of the same rmf with respect to a
certain closed Cauchy contour, then clearly these factorizations are doubly
coprime. The connections between left and right canonical factorizations of
rmfs are described in [4,5]. It turns out that in order to deal with doubly co-
prime factorizations within our framework one has to consider an additional
factorization
F1kF k  H1kHk; 1:3
in which the structure of zeros of H1k (resp., Hk) is a ‘‘restriction’’ of that of
G1k (resp., Gk); see Theorem 6.1. The results are stated in terms of pole and
zero coprimeness of all six rational matrix functions involved, whereas the
conditions are given basically in terms of existence of invertible solutions of
linear matrix equations determined by the given functions F z and F1z.
The theory of Sections 3, 4, and 6 for the symmetric case, i.e., when the
factorization (1.1) takes the form
F kF k  GkGk
has been developed in [45]. In this case, the quadratic matrix equation takes the
form of the standard Riccati equation of optimal control. Addditional results
based on inertia theorems are proved in [45] as well.
We use the following notation (all matrices in this paper are assumed to be
over the field of complex numbers C). The block row matrix Z1; . . . ; Zr will be
often denoted rowZjrj1, and the block column matrix
Z1
Z2
..
.
Zp
26664
37775
will be denoted colZjpj1. Given an m n matrix X, and a subpaceM  Cn, the
notation X jM stands for the restriction of X (understood in the standard way
as a linear transformation from Cn into Cm) to the subspace M. The image of
an m n matrix X, i.e., the range of the linear transformation X : Cn ! Cm,
will be denoted Im X , and the kernel fx 2 Cn : Xx  0g of X will be denoted
Ker X . The notation rX  stands for set of eigenvalues of a square size matrix
X.
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2. Bezoutian and its properties
We start with the definition of Bezoutians for rmfs, which was introduced
and studied in [43]. Let F k and Gk be n n rmfs that are analytic at infinity
and take value I there. To define the Bezoutian for F and G we need a sup-
plementary pair F1k; G1k of n n rmfs which also take value I at infinity
and satisfy the equality
F1kF k  G1kGk 2:1
for every point k 2 C where all the rmfs involved are analytic.
The definition of the Bezoutian is based on the realization theory; some
basic aspects of this theory will be recalled now. It is a standard fact in the
linear systems theory (see, e.g., Chapter 7 in [22]) that any m n rmf W k
which is analytic at infinity admits a realization. In other words,
W k  W 1  CkI ÿ Aÿ1B 2:2
for some matrices C; A, and B of sizes m p; p  p, and p  n. The realization
(2.2) is called controllable if the pair A;B is controllable, i.e., ifX1
j0
ImAjB  Cp 2:3
the realization (2.2) is called observable if the pair C;A is observable, i.e., if
KercolCAjpj0  f0g:
It is a well-known property (see, e.g., Section 7.1 in [22]) that a realization is
both controllable and observable if and only if it is minimal, i.e., the size of the
matrix A is minimal possible among all realizations of W k. The size of the
matrix A in a minimal realization (2.2) is called the degree of W k, denoted
dW .
For given F k; Gk; F1k, and G1k so that (2.1) is satisfied, write a
controllable realization
Gk
F k
 
 I
I
 
 CG
CF
 
kI ÿ Aÿ1B; 2:4
and an observable realization
G1k; F1k  I ; I   UkI ÿ V ÿ1WG1 WF1 : 2:5
Then the following result holds true (see [43] for the proof).
Theorem 2.1. Under the above hypotheses there exists a unique matrix T such
that the equality
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kÿ lÿ1F1kF l ÿ G1kGl  UkI ÿ V ÿ1T lI ÿ Aÿ1B 2:6
holds for all k; l 2 C2 for which both sides make sense.
The matrix T can be expressed explicitly in terms of the realizations (2.4)
and (2.5):
T  colUV jÿ1pj1ÿ1
I 0
UWF1
. .
.
..
. . .
.
UV pÿ2WF1    UWF1 I
2666664
3777775
8>>><>>>:
CF B CF AB    CF Apÿ1B
CF AB CF A2B    CF ApB
..
. ..
. ..
.
CF Apÿ1B CF ApB    CF A2pÿ2B
2666664
3777775ÿ
I 0
UWG1
. .
.
..
. . .
.
UV pÿ2WG1    UWG1 I
2666664
3777775
CGB CGAB    CGApÿ1B
CGAB CGA2B    CGApB
..
. ..
. ..
.
CGApÿ1B CGApB    CGA2pÿ2B
2666664
3777775
9>>>=>>>;
rowAjÿ1Bpj1
h iÿ1
; 2:7
T  ÿcolUV jÿ1pj1ÿ1
UWF1 UVWF1    UV pÿ1WF1
UVWF1 UV
2WF1    UV pWF1
..
. ..
. ..
.
UV pÿ1WF1 UV
pWF1    UV 2pÿ2WF1
2666664
3777775
8>>><>>>:
I CF B    CF Apÿ2B
. .
. ..
.
. .
.
CF B
0 I
2666664
3777775ÿ
UWG1 UVWG1    UV pÿ1WG1
UVWG1 UV
2WG1    UV pWG1
..
. ..
. ..
.
UV pÿ1WG1 UV
pWG1    UV 2pÿ2WG1
2666664
3777775
I CGB    CGApÿ2B
. .
. ..
.
. .
.
CGB
0 I
2666664
3777775
9>>>=>>>;
rowAjÿ1Bpj1
h iÿ1
: 2:8
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In formulae (2.7) and (2.8), p is an integer such that the matrix colUV jÿ1pj1 is
left invertible and the matrix rowAjÿ1Bpj1 is right invertible; the superscript
ÿ1 denotes the appropriate one-sided inverse. Formulae (2.7) and (2.8) are
proved in [43].
The matrix T from Theorem 2.1 will be called the Bezoutian associated with
the equality (2.1) and realizations (2.4) and (2.5). It turns out that the Bez-
outian for matrix polynomials as introduced in [1] and studied in [9, 48] can be
viewed as a particular case of the above defined matrix T ; and formulas (2.7)
and (2.8) coincide with the well-known representation formulas for the matrix
polynomial Bezoutian (see, e.g., [48]).
Although the notion of a zero of an rmf is much more involved than in the
analytic case, it turns out that the Bezoutian T preserves the basic property of
many Bezoutians studied earlier in the analytic case; namely, Ker T describes
common zeros (properly understood) of F k and Gk.
We recall some basic notions concerning the null structure of rmfs (see, e.g.,
[2] for a detailed exposition of this and related material). In what follows F k
is an n n rmf with det F k 6 0.
An n 1 vector function wk is called a (right) null function of F k at k0 if
wk is analytic in a neighborhood of k0; wk0 6 0; F kwk is analytic in a
neighborhood of k0 and F kwkkk0  0. A null function for F k at k0 2 C
exists if and only if k0 is a zero of F k (i.e., k0 is a pole of F kÿ1). The
multiplicity of k0 as a zero of F kwk is called the order of wk. Under our
assumptions on F k the number of zeros of F k is finite and the orders of null
functions are bounded.
Now let Gk be another n n rmf such that det Gk 6 0. An n 1
vector function will be called a (right) common null function of F k and
Gk at some point k0 2 C if wk is a null function of k0 for both F k and
Gk.
The minimum of the multiplicities of k0 as a zero of F kwk and Gkwk
will be called the common order of wk. If at k0 2 C there is a common null
function, we say that k0 is a common zero of F k and Gk. Let k0 2 C be a
common zero of F k and Gk, and define the common null multiplicity of F k
and Gk at k0 as the integer
zF ;G; k0  max
Xr
j1
fcommon order of wjkg;
where the maximum is taken over all sets fw1k; . . . ;wrkg of common null
functions of F k and Gk at k0 subject to the restriction that the vectors
w1k0; . . . ;wrk0 are linearly independent. Now define the integer
zF ;G 
X
zF ;G; k0;
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where the sum is taken over all common zeros k0 2 C of F k and Gk. In-
formally, zF ;G is the total number of common zeros of F k and Gk
counted with multiplicities.
The following result was proved in [43]; its proof is based on the description
of common zeros of rmfs [44].
Theorem 2.2. Let F k and Gk be n n rmfs that are analytic at infinity and
take value I at infinity. Assume that equality (2.1) holds true, and that the re-
alizations (2.4) and (2.5) are controllable and observable, respectively. Let T be
the Bezoutian associated with (2.1), (2.4) and (2.5). Then
zF ;G6 dim Ker T :
If, moreover, the realizations (2.4) and (2.5) are minimal, then
zF ;G  dim Ker T :
A more precise connection between common zeros and Bezoutians identifies
the subspace Ker T , and moreover describes the common right null pair, as
the next theorem shows.
We recall the notions used in the next theorem and in the sequel. Canonical
sets of null functions are constructed as follows. Let w1k be a null function of
maximal order for F k at k0. If w1k; . . . ;wik are already defined, we define
wi1k as a null function of maximal order among all null functions wk of
F k at k0 with the property that wk0 62 spanfw1k0; . . . ;wik0g. As a result
one obtains a finite sequence w1k;w2k; . . . ;wjk of null functions of F k at
k0 which will be termed canonical. Now let
Wik 
X1
m0
kÿ k0mwmi i  1; . . . ; j
be the Taylor expansions in the neighborhood of k0, and let ki denote the order
of wik. The set of null chains
fw0i;w1i; . . . ;wkiÿ1;ig i  1; . . . ; j 2:9
is referred to as a canonical set of null chains of F k at k0. Canonical sets of
right null chains in the more general framework of finitely meromorphic op-
erator functions have been introduced in [23]. The concept itself in the
framework of operator polynomials with certain compactness properties dates
back to [32].
The right null pair Ck0 ;Ak0 of F k at k0 is now constructed using a ca-
nonical set of null chains (2.9). We associate with (2.9) a pair of matrices
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Ck0  w01; . . . ;wk1ÿ1;1;w02; . . . ;wk2ÿ1;2; . . . ;w0;j; . . . ;wkjÿ1;j; 2:10
Ak0  Jk1k0      Jkjk0; 2:11
where Jkk0 is the (upper triangular) k  k Jordan block with eigenvalue k0.
The pair Ck0 ;Ak0 is called the right null pair of F k at k0. Let k1; . . . ; kq be all
the distinct zeros of F k, and let Ckj ;Akj denote a right null pair of F k at kj
(j  1; . . . ; q). The pair of matrices C;A, where
C  Ck1   Ckq ; A  Ak1      Akq ; 2:12
as well as any pair of matrices similar to C;A, is called right null pair of F k.
Here, two pairs of matrices C;A and C0;A0 are called similar if
C  C0S; A  Sÿ1A0S for some invertible matrix S. A right null pair C;A of
F k is unique up to similarity. Moreover, a right null pair C;A is observable.
Informally, a right spectral pair encodes the structure of zeros of F k in terms
of (right) eigenvectors and (right) null chains.
The above notions of right null functions, chains, and pairs apply verbatim
to an m n rmf V k with the property that for some k0 2 C the columns of
V k0 are linearly independent. Indeed, one can show (using, for example, the
Smith form of V k) that such V k has only finite number of zeroes (i.e., points
k0 2 C such that there is a right null function at k0), and that the orders of the
right null functions are bounded. In particular, the right null pair of
V k  F k
Gk
 
is called the common right null pair of the n n rmfs F k and Gk. The
concept of null pairs for rmfs, their properties and applications have been
introduced and developed in [6] (see also [19,18]). Expositions of this
theory in various settings are found (among other sources) in the books
[2,20–22].
Let X ;Q be a pair of matrices, where Q is of square size, say s s, and X is
n s. Let L be a direct complement subspace of \1j0KerXQj in Cs. Then the
pair X jL;QjL is observable and is uniquely defined (i.e., independent of the
choice of L) up to similarity. This pair will be referred to as the observable part
of X ;Q.
Theorem 2.3. Ker T coincides with the maximal Aÿ BCF -invariant subspace
(or, what is the same, maximal Aÿ BCG-invariant subspace) in Ker CF ÿ CG.
Moreover, the common right null pair of F k and Gk coincides with the ob-
servable part of the pair
CGjN; Aÿ BCGjN  CF jN; Aÿ BCF jN;
where N  Ker T .
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Theorem 2.3 was proved in [43].
Other important aspects of the Bezoutian concern matrix equations.
Theorem 2.4. Let F1k; F k; G1k, and Gk be n n rmfs satisfying equality
(1.1) and having a controllable realization (1.4) and an observable realization
(1.5). Then the Bezoutian T associated with (1.1), (1.4), and (1.5) satisfies the
following equations, where AF : Aÿ BCF , V G1 : V ÿ WG1 U , and
V F1  V ÿ WF1 U :
TAF  V G1 T ; 2:13
TB  WG1 ÿ WF1 ; 2:14
UT  CF ÿ CG; 2:15
TAÿ VT  WG1 CG ÿ WF1 CF ; 2:16
TBUT  TAF ÿ V F1 T  0: 2:17
Eqs. (2.13)–(2.15) have been obtained in [43] (Theorem 4.1 there). Analo-
gous equations for the Bezoutian of analytic operator functions have been
obtained in [25].
Proof of (2.16) and (2.17). The proof is given in [41]; we reproduce it here.
Substituting AF  Aÿ BCF and V G1  V ÿ WG1 U into (2.13) we obtain
TAÿ VT  TBCF ÿ WG1 UT :
Now using (2.14) and (2.15) we compute
TBCF ÿ WG1 UT  WG1 ÿ WF1CF ÿ WG1CF ÿ CG  WG1 CG ÿ WF1 CF ;
which proves (2.16). For (2.17), we first note that V G1  V F1  WF1 ÿ WG1U :
Hence, (2.13) implies that
0  TAF ÿ V G1 T  TAF ÿ V F1 T  WG1 ÿ WF1UT ;
and using (2.14) we see that T satisfies (2.17). 
Note that each of Eqs. (2.13)–(2.16) contains matrices related to F k and/or
F1k, as well as to Gk and/or G1k, whereas in (2.17) only the matrices
associated with F k and F1k appear. This will be important in using (2.17) to
study factorizations.
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3. Bezoutians and factorizations
Consider Eq. (2.1) from a dierent point of view, namely, as a factorization
of the rmf F1kF k in the form G1kGk. We fix a controllable pair A;B,
where A is s s and B is s n, an observable pair U ; V , where U is n t; and
V is t  t, and matrices CF (of size n s) and WF1 (of size t  n). Form the n n
rmfs
F k  I  CF kI ÿ Aÿ1B; F1k  I  UkI ÿ V ÿ1WF1 : 3:1
Our starting point in this section is the following theorem, stated in [41].
Theorem 3.1. There is a one-to-one correspondence between solutions X of the
equation
XBUX  XAF ÿ V F1 X  0; 3:2
where AF  Aÿ BCF and V F1  V ÿ WF1 U , and factorizations of F1kF k in the
form
F1kF k  G1kGk; 3:3
where
Gk  I  CGkI ÿ Aÿ1B; G1k  I  UkI ÿ V ÿ1WG1 3:4
for some matrices CG and WG1 . This correspondence is given as follows: For a
factorization (3.3), where Gk and G1k have the form (3.4), the corresponding
matrix X is the Bezoutian associated with (3.1), (3.4) and (3.3). Conversely, for a
solution X of (3.2), the corresponding factorization (3.3) is determined by setting
CG  CF ÿ UX ; WG1  WF1  XB 3:5
in (3.4), and in this case X coincides with the Bezoutian associated with (3.1),
(3.4), and (3.3).
In the proof of Theorem 3.1, as well as later in the paper, several well-known
characterizations of controllability and observability will be used. For reader’s
convenience, we collect them in a lemma.
Lemma 3.2. (a) The following statements are equivalent for a pair of matrices
A;B, where A is p  p and B is p  n:
(i) A;B is controllable;
(ii) A BZ;B is controllable for any n p matrix Z;
(iii) The subspaces ImkI ÿ Aÿ1B, k 62 rA, span the whole Cp.
(b) The following statements are equivalent for a pair of matrices C;A,
where A is p  p and C is n p:
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(i) C;A is observable;
(ii) C;A ZC is observable for any p  n matrix Z;
(iii) The subspaces Ker CkI ÿ Aÿ1, k 62 rA, have the zero intersection.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We have seen already in Theorem 2.4 that, given a
factorization (3.3) of the form (3.4), the corresponding Bezoutian X satisfies
(3.2). Theorem 2.4 shows that equalities (3.5) are valid as well.
Conversely, let X be a solution of (3.2). Define Gk and G1k by (3.4),
where CG  CF ÿ UX , WG1  WF1  XB. Consider the matrix function Dk; l of
two complex variables k and l defined by
Dk; l  F1kF l ÿ G1kGl:
We compute, using formulas (3.4):
Dk; l  F1kF l ÿ I ÿ UkI ÿ V ÿ1WF1  XB
ÿ CF ÿ UX lI ÿ Aÿ1Bÿ UkI ÿ V ÿ1WF1 CF lI ÿ Aÿ1B
ÿ UkI ÿ V ÿ1XBCF lI ÿ Aÿ1B
 UkI ÿ V ÿ1WF1 UX lI ÿ Aÿ1B
 UkI ÿ V ÿ1XBUX lI ÿ Aÿ1B
 F1kF l ÿ fI  UkI ÿ V ÿ1WF1g fI  CF lI ÿ Aÿ1Bg
ÿ UkI ÿ V ÿ1XB UX lI ÿ Aÿ1B
ÿ UkI ÿ V ÿ1XBCF lI ÿ Aÿ1B
 UkI ÿ V ÿ1WF1 UX lI ÿ Aÿ1B
 UkI ÿ V ÿ1XBUX lI ÿ Aÿ1B
 Lk; l Mk; l;
where
Lk; l  UX lI ÿ Aÿ1Bÿ UkI ÿ V ÿ1XB
and
Mk; l  UkI ÿ V ÿ1WF1 UX lI ÿ Aÿ1B
ÿ UkI ÿ V ÿ1XBCF lI ÿ Aÿ1B
 UkI ÿ V ÿ1XBUX lI ÿ Aÿ1B:
An easy calculation shows that
Lk; l  UkI ÿ V ÿ1 k ÿ lX  XAÿ VX lI ÿ Aÿ1B:
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Now substituting WF1 U  V ÿ V F1 and BCF  Aÿ AF in the expression for
Mk; l, and using Eq. (3.2), we obtain
Mk; l  UkI ÿ V ÿ1VX ÿ XAlI ÿ Aÿ1B:
It follows that
Dk; l  kÿ lUkI ÿ V ÿ1X lI ÿ Aÿ1B:
In particular, Dk; k  0, i.e., (3.3) holds true. In addition, we have
kÿ lÿ1F1kF l ÿ G1kGl  UkI ÿ V ÿ1X lI ÿ Aÿ1B;
and in view of the uniqueness part of Theorem 2.1, X is the Bezoutian asso-
ciated with (3.1), (3.4) and (3.3).
It remains to prove that the correspondence of Theorem 3.1 is indeed one-
to-one. Thus, let X 1 and X 2 be two solutions of (3.2), and let
Gjk  I  CGj kI ÿ Aÿ1B; Gj1 k  I  UkI ÿ V ÿ1WGj
1
; j  1; 2;
where
CGj  CF ÿ UX j; WGj
1
 WF1  X jB:
Assuming that
G1k  G2k; G11 k  G21 k;
we have to prove that X 1  X 2. By Lemma 3.2 (a) (i), (iii), the equality
UX 1  UX 2 follows. Now multiply the equalities
X jBUX j  X jAF ÿ V F1 X j  0; j  1; 2
on the left by U, and compare. We obtain UV F1 X
1  UV F1 X 2: Continuing in
this manner, we eventually obtain
UV F1 
kX 1  UV F1 
kX 2; k  0; 1; . . .
By Lemma 3.1 (b) (i), (ii), the pair U ; V F1  is observable. Hence X 1  X 2,
as required. 
Note that the factorizations (3.3) are not necessarily minimal; recall that a
factorization R1k  R2kR3k, where Rjk (j  1; 2; 3) are square size rmfs
that are analytic and invertible at infinity, is called minimal if
dR1  dR2  dR3. Notice that the inequality dR2R36 dR2  dR3 is
always valid.
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For the Bezoutian of matrix polynomials, the correspondences between
Bezoutians, quadratic matrix equations and factorizations of matrix polyno-
mials have been studied in detail in [37]; in particular, Theorem 3.1 can be
viewed as an rmf analogue of a corresponding result proved in [37] for matrix
polynomials.
It is clear from (3.4) that the poles of Gk (resp. G1k) are contained in the
spectrum of A (resp. of V), which, in case the realizations (3.1) are minimal,
coincide with the poles of F k (resp. of F1k). Thus, loosely speaking, the
factorizations (3.3) with factors Gk and G1k of the form (3.4) are obtained
by keeping fixed the poles of F k and F1k and by moving their zeros around
with the help of X. In particular, for the trivial solution X  0 of (3.2) the
factorization (3.3) is trivial as well: Gk  F k; G1k  F1k.
We now make the connection with the state space description of factor-
izations of rmfs. For minimal factorizations this description originates in [7,6].
Let Rk be a square size rmf which is analytic at infinity and such that
R1  I (a normalization condition; by a linear fractional change of variable
and multiplication by a constant invertible matrix, every square size rmf with
trivial kernel for some value of k can be brought to be analytic at infinity and
having value I there). Consider a realization, not necessarily controllable or
observable:
Rk  I  ~CkI ÿ ~Aÿ1 ~B: 3:6
Let ~A  ~Aÿ ~B ~C. If M, M is a pair of subspaces in Cp (where p  p is the size
of ~A) which are complementary to each other and such that M is ~A-invariant
and M is ~A-invariant, then we have a factorization
Rk  I

 ~CkI ÿ ~Aÿ1pM ~B

I

 ~CpMkI ÿ ~Aÿ1 ~B

 I

 ~CpMkI ÿ ~Aÿ1pM ~B

I

 ~CpMkI ÿ ~Aÿ1pM ~B

; 3:7
where pM (resp. pM) is the projection on M (resp. M
) along M (resp. M).
We say that the factorization (3.7) is associated with the realization (3.6) and
the decomposition
Cp M _M 3:8
as a direct sum of subspaces in whichM is ~A-invariant and M is ~A-invariant.
If the realization (3.6) is minimal to start with, then every associated factor-
ization is minimal, and all minimal factorizations of Rk are obtained in this
way. On the other hand, every factorization of Rk, minimal or nonminimal, is
associated with some realization (3.6) and a suitable decomposition (3.8).
Let now F k and F1k be given by (3.1). Then we have
F ÿ1k  I  ÿCF kI ÿ AF ÿ1B; F ÿ11 k  I  UkI ÿ V F1 
ÿ1ÿWF1;
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and an easily verified formula shows that
F ÿ1F ÿ11 k  I   ÿ CF U  kI

ÿ A

F BU
0 V F1
 ÿ1
B
ÿWF1
 
: 3:9
Denote
~A def A

F BU
0 V F1
 
;
~A def ~Aÿ BÿWF1
 
 ÿ CF U   A 0ÿWF1 CF V
 
:
The subspace M defined by
M  Im 0
I
 
is obviously ~A-invariant. Suppose a subspace M is ~A-invariant and comple-
mentary to M. Then M necessarily has the form
M  Im I
X
 
;
AF BU
0 V F1
 
I
X
 
 I
X
 
AF  BUX  3:10
for a suitable matrix X. Conversely, a subspace M of the form (3.10) is ~A-in-
variant and a direct complement to M. The second equation in (3.10) reads
V F1 X  XAF  XBUX :
Thus, X is a solution of (3.2). Invoking Theorem 3.1, the following result is
obtained.
Theorem 3.3. Let be given rmfs F k and F1k in the realized form (3.1), where
the pair A;B is controllable and the pair U ; V  is observable, and let (3.9) be
the corresponding realization of F ÿ1F ÿ11 . If F
ÿ1F ÿ11  Gÿ1Gÿ11 is a factorization
associated with the realization (3.9) and a pair of subspaces M;M, where
M  Im 0
I
 
;
then necessarily
M  Im I
X
 
and X is the Bezoutian associated with the factorization
F1kF k  G1kGk; 3:11
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in which Gk and G1k have the form
Gk  I  CGkI ÿ Aÿ1B; G1k  I  UkI ÿ V ÿ1WG1 3:12
for some matrices CG and WG1 .
Conversely, if X is the Bezoutian associated with the realizations (3.1),
Eq. (3.11) and realizations (3.12), then the factorization F ÿ1F ÿ11  Gÿ1Gÿ11 is asso-
ciated with the realization (3.9) and the pair of complementary, ~A- and ~A-in-
variant, respectively, subspaces
M;M  Im I
X
 
; Im
0
I
  
: 3:13
Thus, Theorem 3.3 describes the angle operator X, whose graph subspace
characterizes certain factorizations of F ÿ1F ÿ11  Gÿ1Gÿ11 , as the Bezoutian as-
sociated with the factorization F1F  G1G. This desciption allows us to use the
results available for the Bezoutians in order to derive various properties of the
angle operators. For example, using formula (2.7), we obtain the following
corollary.
Corollary 3.4. Let F k and F1k be as in Theorem 3.2, and let
F ÿ1F ÿ11  Gÿ1Gÿ11 be a factorization associated with the realization (3.9) and a
pair of subspaces (3.13). Then the angle operator X is given by the formula
X  colUV jÿ1pj1ÿ1
I 0
UWF1
. .
.
..
. . .
.
UV pÿ2WF1    UWF1 I
2666664
3777775
8>>><>>>:
CF B CF AB    CF Apÿ1B
CF AB CF A2B    CF ApB
..
. ..
. ..
.
CF Apÿ1B CF ApB    CF A2pÿ2B
2666664
3777775ÿ
I 0
UWG1
. .
.
..
. . .
.
UV pÿ2WG1    UWG1 I
2666664
3777775
CGB CGAB    CGApÿ1B
CGAB CGA2B    CGApB
..
. ..
. ..
.
CGApÿ1B CGApB    CGA2pÿ2B
2666664
3777775
9>>>=>>>;
rowAjÿ1Bpj1
h iÿ1
;
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where CG and WG1 are taken from (3.12). Here p is an integer such that the matrix
colUV jÿ1pj1 is left invertible and the matrix rowAjÿ1Bpj1 is right invertible; the
superscript ÿ1 denotes the appropriate one-sided inverse.
Analogous formula can be obtained using (2.8).
Another corollary is derived by using Theorem 3.3.
Corollary 3.5. Let
F ÿ1F ÿ11  Gÿ1Gÿ11 3:14
be a factorization associated with the realization (3.9) and a pair of subspaces
(3.13). Then the common null multiplicity zF ;G of F and G does not exceed
dimension of the kernel of the angle operator X. Moreover, if the realization (3.9)
is minimal (in particular, this implies that the factorization (3.14) is minimal),
then zF ;G  dim Ker X :
Proof. We have to show that the minimality of (3.9) implies the minimality of
(2.4), (2.5). Indeed, the minimality of (3.9) implies that CF ;AF  
CF ;Aÿ BCF  is observable, see Lemma 3.2. But then also CF ;A is observ-
able, and consequently so is
CG
CF
 
;A
 
:
Furthermore, inverting (3.9) we obtain a minimal realization
F1F k  I  CF ÿ U  kI

ÿ A 0ÿWF1 CF V
 ÿ1
B
ÿWF1
 
:
Hence A;B is controllable, and the minimality of (2.4) follows. One can prove
analogously that the minimality of (2.5) follows from that of (3.9). 
4. Coprime factorizations and invertible solutions of Sylvester equations
We say that rmfs F k and Gk are right zero coprime if F k and Gk have
no common right null functions at any point k0 2 C.
Let W k be an n n rmf with determinant not identically zero. An ob-
servable pairC;A is called a right pole pair of W k if for some matrix B the
function W k ÿ CkI ÿ Aÿ1B has no poles in the complex plane. Dually, a
controllable pair A;B is called a left pole pair of W k if for some matrix C
the function W k ÿ CkI ÿ Aÿ1B has no poles in the complex plane. The
right (resp. left) pole pair of W k exists and is unique up to similarity (resp.
cosimilarity); here, two matrix pairs A1;B1 and A2;B2 with A1 and A2
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having the same square size are called cosimilar if A2  Sÿ1A1S, B2  Sÿ1B1
for some invertible matrix S. Note also that a right pole pair of W k co-
incides with a right null pair of W kÿ1 (as defined in Section 2). We define a
left null pair of W k as a left pole pair of W kÿ1. There is an extensive
literature on theory and applications of rmfs using the pole and null pairs as
the main tools; in this connection we mention here only the books [6,2,20–
22].
Given two pairs of matrices C1;A1 and C2;A2, where Cj is n pj and Aj
is pj  pj, (j  1; 2), the pair C2;A2 is called a restriction of C1;A1 if there
exists an injective ( having zero kernel) p1  p2 matrix S such that C1S  C2
and A1S  SA2. Equivalently, C2;A2 is a restriction of C1;A1 if C2;A2 is
similar to a restriction ofC1;A1 to an A1-invariant subspace; in fact, if S is as
above then the invariant subspace is Im S. The dual notion of a corestriction
runs as follows: Given two pairs of matrices A1;B1 and A2;B2, where Bj is
pj  n and Aj is pj  pj, (j  1; 2), the pair A2;B2 is called a corestriction of
A1;B1 if there exists a surjective ( having the range equal to Cp2 ) p2  p1
matrix S such that SB1  B2 and A2S  SA1. The notions of restrictions and
corestrictions have been extensively used in studies of divisibility of polyno-
mial, rational, and meromorphic matrix functions, see, for example, [3] and
references there.
Theorem 4.1. Let be given realizations (3.1) with controllable A;B and ob-
servable U ; V . If the quadratic equation
XBUX  X Aÿ BCF  ÿ V ÿ WF1 UX  0 4:1
has a left invertible solution X, then there is a factorization
F1kF k  G1kGk; 4:2
where G1k and Gk are rmfs with G11  G1  I and such that the left
pole pair of Gk is a corestriction of A;B, the right pole pair of G1k is a
restriction of U ; V , and F k and Gk are right zero coprime. Moreover, the
factors in the factorization (4.2) with the foregoing properties are given by the
formulas
Gk  I  CF ÿ UX kI ÿ Aÿ1B;
G1k  I  UkI ÿ V ÿ1WF1  XB; 4:3
where X is a left invertible solution of (4.1).
If the realizations (3.1) are, in addition, minimal, then there exists a factor-
ization (4.2) with the foregoing properties if and only if Eq. (4.1) has a left inv-
ertible solution. In this case, the formula (4.3) gives one-to-one correspondence
between the factorizations (4.2) with the foregoing properties and the left inv-
ertible solutions of (4.1).
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The proof is obtained by combining Theorems 2.2 and 3.1. Notice that X is
the corresponding Bezoutian.
If we are interested in the invertible solutions of (4.1), not just left invertible,
then the quadratic Eq. (4.1) reduces to the linear equation
Y V ÿ WF1 U ÿ Aÿ BCF Y  BU ; 4:4
where Y  Xÿ1. We have the following theorem.
Theorem 4.2. Let be given realizations (3.1) with controllable A;B and ob-
servable U ; V . If the Sylvester equation (4.4) admits an invertible solution Y,
then there is a factorization (4.2), where G1k and Gk are rmfs with
G11  G1  I and such that the left pole pair of Gk is a corestriction of
A;B, the right pole pair of G1k is a restriction of U ; V , F k and Gk are
right zero coprime, and the transposed rmfs F kT and GkT are right zero co-
prime as well. Moreover, the factors in the factorization (4.2) with the foregoing
properties are given by the formulas (4.3) where X  Y ÿ1, and Y is an invertible
solution of (4.4).
If the realizations (3.1) are, in addition, minimal, then there exists a factor-
ization (4.2) with the foregoing properties if and only if the Eq. (4.4) has an
invertible solution. In this case, the formula (4.3) (with X  Y ÿ1) gives one-to-one
correspondence between the factorizations (4.2) with the foregoing properties and
the invertible solutions of (4.4).
For the proof, we use again Theorems 2.2 and 3.1, and the observation that
the Bezoutian corresponding to the factorization
F kTF1kT  GkTG1kT
is the transpose of the Bezoutian corresponding to (4.2).
A special case is of interest. Assume CF  0, WF1  0 in Theorem 4.2. Then
the invertible solutions Y of
YV ÿ AY  BU 4:5
are in one-to-one correspondence with the factorizations I  G1kGk such
that
Gk  I ÿ UY ÿ1kI ÿ Aÿ1B; Gkÿ1  G1k
 I  UkI ÿ V ÿ1Y ÿ1B; 4:6
and the restriction/corestriction properties of Theorem 4.2 are satisfied. (The
coprimeness properties of Theorem 4.2 hold trivially in this special case.) It
turns out that Eq. (4.6) represent minimal realizations. Indeed, since A;B is
controllable by the hypothesis of Theorem 4.2, in order to verify the minim-
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ality, it suces to prove that the pair UY ÿ1;A is observable. But this pair is
similar to
UY ÿ1  Y ; Y ÿ1AY   U ; V ÿ Y ÿ1BU; 4:7
where the equality follows owing to (4.5), and since U ; V  is observable, so is
(4.7). We obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 4.3. Let be given controllable pair A;B and observable pair U ; V .
There exists an rmf Gk with G1  I and having the left pole pair A;B and
the right null pair U ; V  if and only if the Sylvester equation (4.5) has an inv-
ertible solution Y.
Moreover, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the invertible solu-
tions Y of (4.5) and the functions Gk having the foregoing properties. The
correspondence is given by the formulas (4.6).
The result of Corollary 4.3 was established in [17] using dierent methods.
In view of Theorem 4.2, the problem of finding criteria for existence of
invertible solutions Z of Sylvester equations ZAÿ BZ  C is important in the
context of the present paper. This problem has been addressed in the literature,
see, e.g., [26,40,50]; a complete and satisfactory solution, in terms of the ma-
trices A, B, and C, is not available, however. We note a result proved in [26]: If
the rank of C is equal to one, C  C1C2 is a rank decomposition of C, and the
equation ZAÿ BZ  C is consistent, then it has an invertible solution if and
only if the pair B;C1 is controllable and the pair C2;A is observable. The
consistency hypothesis turns out to be equivalent (assuming rankC  1) to the
disjointness of the spectra of A and B; see [34], also [17], for more detailed
analysis.
5. Intertwining equations
The basic Eq. (2.1) can be also studied from another point of view. Namely,
consider the functions F k and G1k known, and the two other functions
unknown. Denoting the unknown functions by X k and Y k, we obtain
therefore the intertwining equation
Y kF k  G1kX k: 5:1
Solutions of (5.1) are described using the Bezoutians.
Theorem 5.1. Let F k and G1k be given by a controllable realization
F k  I  CF kI ÿ Aÿ1B and by an observable realization G1k 
I  UkI ÿ V ÿ1WG1 . Let T be a solution of the matrix equation
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T Aÿ BCF   V ÿ WG1 UT : 5:2
Then
X k  I  CF ÿ UT kI ÿ Aÿ1B; 5:3
Y k  I  UkI ÿ V ÿ1WG1 ÿ TB 5:4
is a solution of the intertwining Eq. (5.1), and T coincides with the Bezoutian
based on (5.1) and on the realizations involved.
Conversely, if X k; Y k is a solution of (5.1), where X k and Y k are rmfs
having value I at infinity, and if
X k
F k
 
 I
I
 
 CX
CF
 
kI ÿ Aÿ1B; 5:5
is a controllable realization, and
G1k; Y k  I I   UkI ÿ V ÿ1WG1 WY  5:6
is an observable realization, where CX and WY are some matrices, then the
Bezoutian T based on (5.1), (5.4), (5.5) is a solution of (5.2). Moreover,
CX  CF ÿ UT , WY  WG1 ÿ TB.
Proof. The converse statement follows from the equations of Theorem 2.4. To
prove the direct statement, let X k and Y k be given by (5.3). We multiply out
YF and G1X and subtract the latter product from the former:
Y kF k  I  UkI ÿ V ÿ1WG1 ÿ TB
 CF kI ÿ Aÿ1B UkI ÿ V ÿ1WG1 ÿ TBCF kI ÿ Aÿ1B;
G1kX k  I  UkI ÿ V ÿ1WG1
 CF ÿ UT kI ÿ Aÿ1B
 UkI ÿ V ÿ1WG1CF ÿ UT kI ÿ Aÿ1B;
Y kF k ÿ G1kX k  ÿ UkI ÿ V ÿ1TB UT kI ÿ Aÿ1B
 UkI ÿ V ÿ1 ÿ TBCF  WG1 UT kI ÿ Aÿ1B
 UkI ÿ V ÿ1ÿT kI ÿ A  kI ÿ V T
ÿ TBCF  WG1 UT kI ÿ Aÿ1B
 UkI ÿ V ÿ1TAÿ VT ÿ TBCF
 WG1 UT kI ÿ Aÿ1B;
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which is equal to zero owing to (5.2). It remains to show that T is the Bezoutian
based on (5.1). To this end, compute
kÿ lÿ1 Y kF l ÿ G1kX l
 kÿ lÿ1 I
h
 UkI ÿ V ÿ1 WG1 ÿ TBI  CF lI ÿ Aÿ1B
ÿ I  UkI ÿ V ÿ1WG1 I  CF ÿ UT lI ÿ Aÿ1B
i
;
and verify that this expression is equal to
UkI ÿ V ÿ1T lI ÿ Aÿ1B:
We leave the details to the reader. 
6. Doubly coprime minimal factorizations
In this section we study factorizations that are not only zero coprime (as in
Section 4) but also pole coprime. In the next theorem and elsewhere in this
paper, we say that two rmfs W1k and W2k are left zero coprime if the
transposed rmfs W1kT and W2kT are right zero coprime. Also, the rmfs W1k
and W2k are called right (resp. left) pole coprime if W1kÿ1 and W2kÿ1 are left
(resp. right) zero coprime.
Our main result in this section is the following.
Theorem 6.1. Let be given square size rmfs F k and F1k with
F 1  F11  I . Let the realization
F k  I  CF kI ÿ Aÿ1B 6:1
be controllable and let the realization
F1k  I  UkI ÿ V ÿ1WF1 6:2
be observable. Assume that the equations
YV F1 ÿ AF Y  BU 6:3
VRÿ RA  WF1 CF 6:4
have solutions Y and R, respectively, with the following properties:
(i) Y is invertible,
(ii) I ÿ RY is invertible,
(iii) the pair V ;WF1  Y ÿ1B is controllable,
(iv) the pair CF ÿ UY ÿ1;A is observable.
Then the rmf Ck : F1kF k admits the factorizations
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Ck  G1kGk; 6:5
Ck  H1kHk; 6:6
where Gk and Hk are given by the realizations
Gk  I  CF ÿ UY ÿ1kI ÿ Aÿ1B; 6:7
Hk  I  CF Y ÿ URY ÿ Iÿ1kI ÿ V ÿ1RB WF1 6:8
and G1A and H1k are given by the realizations
G1k  I  UkI ÿ V ÿ1WF1  Y ÿ1B; 6:9
H1k  I  URÿ CF kI ÿ Aÿ1Y RY ÿ Iÿ1WF1  Y ÿ1B: 6:10
Here the realizations (6.7) and (6.9) are minimal, the realization (6.8) is con-
trollable and (6.10) is observable. The factors Gk, G1k and Hk, H1k in
(6.5) and (6.6), respectively, have the following properties:
(a) The rmfs F k and Gk are right zero coprime and the left pole pair of
F k is a corestriction of the left pole pair of Gk; the rmfs F1k and G1k are
left zero coprime and the right pole pair of F1k is a corestriction of the right pole
pair of G1k.
(b) The rmfs Gk and Hk are left pole coprime and the right null pair of
Hk is a restriction of the right null pair of Gk; the rmfs G1k and H1k are
right pole coprime and the left null pair of H1k is a restriction of the left null
pair of G1k.
Proof. To prove Theorem 6.1 we shall apply Theorem 4.2 twice. First apply
Theorem 4.2 to the factorization Ck  F1kF k which is justified in view of
condition (i). This yields the factorization (6.5) with formulas (6.7), (6.9) for
Gk and G1k, respectively. Note that from the controllability of A;B and
condition (iv) we conclude that the realization (6.7) is minimal, and in par-
ticular, A;B coincides with the left pole pair of Gk. This fact, together with
Theorem 4.2, implies the first assertion in (a).
In a similar way, using condition (iii), one sees that the realization (6.9) of
G1k is minimal, and therefore, the right pole pair of G1k coincides with
U ; V ; in particular, the right pole pair of F1k is a restriction of the right pole
pair of G1k. This fact, in conjunction with Theorem 4.2 implies the second
assertion in (a).
Next, observe that condition (ii) implies existence of an invertible solution Z
of the Sylvester equation
ZAÿ VZ  ÿWF1  Y ÿ1BCF ÿ UY ÿ1: 6:11
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Indeed, by a simple algebra Eq. (6.11) can be rewritten as
V Z  Y ÿ1 ÿ Z  Y ÿ1A  WF1 CF :
Thus, if R is a solution of Eq. (6.4) that satisfies condition (ii), then
Z  RY ÿ IY ÿ1 is an invertible solution of (6.11). Now write
Ckÿ1  Gkÿ1G1kÿ1: 6:12
Denote G1kÿ1  Uk and using (6.9) write the realization
Uk  I  ÿU kI ÿ V ÿ WF1  Y ÿ1BU	ÿ1WF1  Y ÿ1B: 6:13
Note that the realization (6.13) is minimal since (6.9) is minimal. Similarly, the
rmf U1k : Gkÿ1 has the realization
U1k  I  UV ÿ1 ÿ CF  kI
 ÿ Aÿ BCF ÿ UY ÿ1	ÿ1B 6:14
and note that (6.14) is minimal since (6.5) is minimal. As Eq. (6.11) has an
invertible solution Z we can apply again Theorem 4.2 to the factorization
Ckÿ1  U1kUk
to obtain
Ckÿ1  U1kUk  W1kWk; 6:15
where the left pole pair of Wk is a corestriction of the left pole pair of Uk,
i.e., of V ÿ WF1  Y ÿ1BU ;WF1  Y ÿ1B, the right pole pair of W1k is a re-
striction of the right pole pair of U1k, i.e., of UY ÿ1 ÿ CF ;Aÿ BCF ÿ UY ÿ1,
Uk and Wk are right zero coprime, U1k and W1k are left zero coprime,
and Wk, W1k are given by the controllable realization
Wk  I  ÿU ÿ UY ÿ1 ÿ CF Zÿ1 6:16
kI
 ÿ V ÿ WF1  Y ÿ1BU	ÿ1WF1  Y ÿ1B;
and by the observable realization
W1k  I  UY ÿ1 ÿ CF  kI
 ÿ Aÿ BCF ÿ UY ÿ1	ÿ1 6:17
B Zÿ1WF1  Y ÿ1B:
Now set Hk  W1kÿ1, H1k  Wkÿ1. Then
Ck  F1kF k  G1kGk  H1kHk:
Since the left pole pair of Wk  H1kÿ1 is a corestriction of the left pole
pair of Uk  G1kÿ1, we infer that the left null pair of H1k is a core-
striction of the left null pair of G1k. Similarly, we know that the right pole
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pair of W1k  Hkÿ1 is a restriction of the right pole pair of
U1k  Gkÿ1, and hence the right null pair of Hk is a restriction of the
right null pair of Gk. Furthermore, the right zero coprimeness of Uk and
Wk yields the right pole coprimeness of H1k and G1k, and the left zero
coprimeness of U1k and W1k implies the left pole coprimeness of Hk and
Gk.
It remains to check the formulae (6.8) and (6.10) for Hk and H1k. For
Hk we have the (observable) realization
Hk  W1kÿ1  I  CF ÿ UY ÿ1
 kI ÿ Aÿ BCF ÿ UY ÿ1
ÿ B Zÿ1WF1  Y ÿ1BUY ÿ1 ÿ CF 
	ÿ1
 B Zÿ1WF1  Y ÿ1B:
Using Eq. (6.11), the matrix in the square brackets can be written as
Aÿ Zÿ1WF1 UY ÿ1  Zÿ1WF1 CF ÿ Zÿ1Y ÿ1BUY ÿ1  Zÿ1Y ÿ1BCF
 Zÿ1ZAÿ WF1 UY ÿ1  WF1 CF ÿ Y ÿ1BUY ÿ1  Y ÿ1BCF   Zÿ1VZ:
Thus, using the equality Z  RY ÿ IY ÿ1 we obtain
Hk  I  CF ÿ UY ÿ1Zÿ1kI ÿ V ÿ1ZB Zÿ1WF1  Y ÿ1B
 I  CF Y ÿ URY ÿ Iÿ1kI ÿ V ÿ1WF1  RB:
Now apply similar consideration to verify (6.10). First write the (controllable)
realization for H1k as the inverse of Wk:
H1k  Wkÿ1  I  U  UY ÿ1 ÿ CF Zÿ1
 kI ÿ V ÿ WF1  Y ÿ1BU
 WF1  Y ÿ1BU  UY ÿ1 ÿ CF Zÿ1
	ÿ1
 WF1  Y ÿ1B:
Using Eq. (6.11) we can rewrite the matrix in the square brackets as follows:
V  WF1 UY ÿ1Zÿ1 ÿ WF1 CF Zÿ1  Y ÿ1BUY ÿ1Zÿ1 ÿ Y ÿ1BCF Zÿ1
 VZ  WF1 UY ÿ1 ÿ WF1 CF  Y ÿ1BUY ÿ1 ÿ Y ÿ1BCF Zÿ1  ZAZÿ1:
Thus, we have
H1k  I  U  UY ÿ1 ÿ CF Zÿ1ZkI ÿ Aÿ1Zÿ1WF1  Y ÿ1B
 I  URÿ CF kI ÿ Aÿ1Y RY ÿ Iÿ1WF1  Y ÿ1B: 
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The proof of Theorem 6.1 shows that in fact we have a one-to-one corre-
spondence between the pairs of solutions Y, R of (6.3) and (6.4), respectively,
with the properties (i)–(iv), and the factorizations (6.5), (6.6) with the indicated
properties of the factors.
Observe that in view of formulas (6.1) and (6.8) the poles of F k are
contained in rA while those of Hk are contained in rV . Similarly, by
(6.2) the zeros of F1k are contained in the spectrum of the operator
rAÿ BCF  BUY ÿ1  rV F1 . Here we use the equality Aÿ BCF  BUY ÿ1 Y V ÿ WF1 UY ÿ1, which follows from (6.3).
Now assume that the realizations (6.1) and (6.2) are minimal, and the fac-
torization
Ck  F1kF k 6:18
is minimal as well. We claim that in this case the realizations (6.8) and (6.10)
are minimal and the factorization
Ck  H1kHk
is also minimal. Indeed, in this case we have
dC  dF1F   m n;
where m is the size of V and n is the size of A. But the formulas (6.8) and (6.10)
show that dH6m, dH16 n, and hence
dC  dH1H6 dH1  dH26m n:
This yields dH1  m, dH1  n, and thus our assertion is proved. Similarly,
minimality of the realizations (6.1), (6.2) and of factorization (6.18) implies
minimality of the realizations (6.7) and (6.9) (without using conditions (iii) and
(iv)) and of the factorization Ck  G1kGk. We obtain the following
theorem.
Theorem 6.2. Assume that the realizations (6.1) and (6.2) are minimal and that
the factorization (6.18) is minimal. If the conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 6.1 are
satisfied, then the factorizations (6.5) and (6.6) are minimal, where Gk, Hk,
G1k, H1k are given by their minimal realizations (6.7)–(6.10), respectively.
Moreover, the following properties hold true:
(a) The right null pair of Hk coincides with the right null pair of Gk, while
Gk and F k are right zero coprime; the left null pair of H1k coincides with the
left null pair of G1k, while G1k and F1k are left zero coprime.
(b) The left pole pair of F k coincides with the left pole pair of Gk,
while Gk and Hk are left pole coprime; the right pole pair of F1k co-
incides with the right pole pair of G1k, while G1k and H1k are right zero
coprime.
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In particular, under the hypotheses of Theorem 6.2 the poles (resp. zeros) of
Hk coincide (including multiplicities) with the eigenvalues of V (resp. AF ),
whereas the poles (resp. zeros) of H1k coincide (including multiplicities) with
the eigenvalues of A (resp. V F1 ). We also mention (see Corollary 4.1.7 in [2])
that if rV  \ rAF   ;, then the minimality of the factorization (6.18) is
guaranteed.
The above remarks imply the following result.
Corollary 6.3. Let the realizations (6.1) and (6.2) be minimal and assume that
rV  \ rAF   ;. If the conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 6.1 are satisfied, then
the factorizations (6.6) are minimal, where Hk and H1k are given by the
minimal realizations (6.8) and (6.10), respectively, and F k (resp. F1k), and
Hk (resp. H1k) are right and left zero coprime (resp. right and left pole co-
prime).
One can view this result as an analogue for minimal doubly coprime fac-
torizations of the results of [4,5] on left versus right canonical Wiener–Hopf
factorizations.
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